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THE TEXTUAL TRADITION
OF THE OXFORD SERBIAN PSALTER MS e Mus.184
C.M. MacRobert
Since 1688 the Bodleian Library in Oxford has possessed a late 14th-century
Serbian Church Slavonic psalter, MS e Mus. 184. This manuscript, which has
been described by Stefanovi⋲1 and by Cleminson2, is one of the very few Serbian psalters to have survived virtually intact from so early a date (it lacks only
one leaf, which contained Ps. 118.108-21). Yet it has attracted little scholarly
attention, perhaps partly because it is written on coarse parchment, in a hand
which is clear and careful but not elegant, and there is virtually no ornamentation.
Recently the Oxford Psalter has been used in textological analysis of some
other Serbian psalter MSS. Altbauer3 refers occasionally to it in his discus-sion
of the variant readings in MS Sinai 8. A more detailed comparison is drawn
with the Munich Psalter by Sµevc¬enko4, who points out that both MSS follow the
revised version of the psalter text which is found from the early 14th century
onwards. This version, which was recognized by Jagi⋲5 and Pogorelov6, has recently been the subject of researches by ÇeŸko7, who argues that it originated
on Mount Athos. It was a thorough and minute revision with certain systematic
features and characteristic variants, listed by Sµevc¬enko8, which make it easy to
distinguish at least from older versions of the psalter text. The Oxford Psalter
(= O in abbreviation here) contains a large number of these typical ‘Athonite’
1

D. Stefanovi⋲, ‘Paleografske beleŸke o starim srpskim i nekim drugim rukopisima u Velikoj
Britaniji’, Arheografski prilozi, 6-7, 1984-5, 86-8, with a list of earlier references.
2 R. Cleminson, The Anne Pennington Catalogue, A Union Catalogue of Cyrillic Manuscripts
in British and Irish Collections, London 1988, 265-7.
3 M. Altbauer, Der älteste serbische Psalter, Cologne/ Vienna 1979 (= Slavistische Forschungen 23).
4 S. Dufrenne, Sv. Radojiçi⋲, R. Stichel, I. Sµevc¬ enko, Der serbische Psalter, Wiesbaden 197883, 1-2, 165-7.
5 I.V. Jagi⋲, ‘Zwei illustrierte serbische Psalter’, in J. Strzygowski, ‘Die Miniaturen des serbischen Psalters der Königl. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek in München’, Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos.-hist. Klasse, 52, 1906, II, IV-LXXXVII.
6 V.A. Pogorelov, ‘O redakciqx slavqnskogo perevoda Psaltyri’, Psaltyri, Biblioteka Moskovskoj Sinodal;noj Tipografii, hast; 1, vypusk 3, Moskva 1901.
7 E.V. Hewko, ‘Ob afonskoj redakcii slavqnskogo perevoda Psaltyri v ee otnowenii k drugim redakciqm’, Qzyk i pis;mennost; srednebolgarskogo perioda, Moskva,
1982, 60-92.
8
Op. cit., 2, 165-6, fn. 3.
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readings. By the same token, it displays almost all the variants which ÇeŸko 9
has proposed as diagnostic for the ‘Athonite’ redaction (as represented by the
Tomiç Psalter). The only exceptions are:
19.2:
O: ouslywi te
Athonite: ouslywit/ tå
37.7:
O: pr`k/lonix/ se
Athonite: slåkox så
x
54.8:
O: v;dvrori (sic)
Athonite: oudvorix så
56.7:
O: <pr`kloniwe>
Athonite: slåkowœ
x
58.6:
O: tvore]ji
Athonite: d`laœ]ix
These divergences from the ‘Athonite’ norm presented by ÇeŸko might seem
trivial; but they acquire more significance from the fact noted, though without
further comment, by Sµevc¬enko, that a number of the ‘Athonite’ readings in the
Oxford Psalter, especially the latter half of the MS, are in fact corrections, written over erased words which are sometimes still partly legible. The letters of the
corrections are sometimes uneven (naturally enough, since the surface of the
parchment was roughened by erasures) and they include the three-legged t,
which was not originally used in the main body of the MS. However, the ink of
the corrections is not for the most part perceptibly different in colour from the
rest, and the man who claimed in the marginal note on f. 171v to have written
the MS did there use the three-legged t. The possibility that the scribe himself
corrected his work gains support from the two places in the MS. In Ps. 16.1 we
have the ‘Athonite’ reading:
v;n/mi ml@\nje mo\≤ v;nouwi ml@tvou mo[
However, the word ml@\nje is written over an erasure and it is fairly clear that the
original reading was the older molitvou; whereas in the second half of the verse
there is no trace of the older ml@\nje. It seems that the scribe began by writing
the earlier version, stopped and corrected to the ‘Athonite’ wording and then
completed the verse in its ‘Athonite’ form. Further evidence of interaction between the two versions of the text is supplied by the ‘psalm outside the count’,
David’s song of triumph over Goliath, where we find both the ‘Athonite’ and
the pre-Athonite translations of ei[ı sunavnthsin:
izidox; v; sr`tenje protivou inop/lemen/nikou
It looks as if either the scribe was working from two originals simultaneously,
correcting to the ‘Athonite’ version as he went along, or else he knew the older
version by heart and sometimes wrote it automatically even when he was trying
to conform to the new standard text from Mount Athos. This impression is further backed up by a scattering of uncorrected variant readings which, like the
exceptions to ÇeŸko’s diagnostics, are foreign to the ‘Athonite’ version as we
have it in MSS such as the 14th-century Sµopov/Karadimov Psalter (Nos. 454 &
9

E.V. Hewko, ‘Redakciq i osobennosti perevoda Psaltyri Tomiha’, Starob=l-garska
literatura, 14, 1983, 37-58.
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1138 in the National Library in Sofia),10 the 14th-century psalter No. 3411 in the
University Library in Belgrade, or indeed the Munich Psalter itself.
When these non-Athonite readings, corrected or not, are compared with the
text in other Church Slavonic psalters of similar or earlier date, a pattern of
correspondences emerges which is quite complex. A number of the variants are
found in the MSS which contain what Pogorelov conventionally termed the
‘Russian’ redaction of the psalter text. Many of these MSS are indeed Russian:
the 11th-century Byçkov Psalter12 and its continuation, MS Sinai 613 (= S6), the
late 13th-century Simonovskaja Psalter pub-lished by Archimandrite Amfiloxij14 (= A), and three 14th-century MSS, No. 64 (GPB f. 728) from the library
of the cathedral of St. Sophia in Novgorod (= Sof64), No. 2 (GPB f. 583) from
Pogodin’s collection (= Pog2) and No.28 (CGADA f. 381) from the Moscow
Synodal Typogra-phical Library (= T28). (As Sreznevskij15 observed, the two
antiphonal psalters, Nos. 62 and 63 from the library of St. Sophia, appear to belong to the same textual tradition: their omission of alternate verses necessarily
makes their evidence incomplete, but as far as it goes it coincides with the other
Russian MSS just mentioned.) Broadly the same redaction is found in two Serbian psalters from around the beginning of the 14th century, No. 80 in the monastery of the Holy Trinity near Pljevlja (= Plj) and a MS which survives in fragments in four different collections in Belgrade: No. 36 in the University Library, No. 331 in the Museum of the Serbian Church, No. 314 in the Library of the
Patriarchate and No. 589 in the National Library (= Bel).
In the sets of examples below, readings from the Oxford Psalter are
contrasted to the version in the Munich Psalter (= M). Where the Oxford Psalter
has been corrected to the ‘Athonite’ redaction, and so agrees with the Munich
Psalter, either the original reading, if it is legible, is given in angled brackets, or
complete erasure is indicated by a question mark. Other MSS under consideration are aligned with either O or M, depending on which reading they follow;
if a MS is not mentioned, it has a lacuna.
21.9:
O: a]e xo]et;
M: qko xo]et;
S6 A Pog2 Plj Bel

10

I am grateful to the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, and to Mr. J. Burnip, for the opportunity to study this MS in detail during a 2-month visit to Bulgaria in 1982.
11 My work on the unpublished MSS in Yugoslav and Soviet collections mentioned in this
article was carried out on a series of visits under the aegis of the British Academy.
12 I. X. Tot, ‘Byhkovskaq psaltyr; XI v.’, Acta Universitatis Szegedensis de Attila Jószef
Nominatae, Dissertationes Slavicae, VIII, Szeged, 1972, 71-114.
13 M. Altbauer & H.G. Lunt, An Early Slavonic Psalter from Rus', Cambridge, MA, 1978.
14 Arximandrit Amfiloxij, Drevle-slavqnskaq Psaltir; Simonovskaq do 1280 goda,
2-oe izdanie, 1-4, Moskva, 1880-1.
15 V.I. Sreznevskij, Drevnij slavqnskij perevod psaltyri, Sankt-Peterburg, 1877.
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O: bezouma

M: toun\

S6 A Pog2 T28 Bel

39.3:
39.8:

O: tin\

M: tim`n/na

A Sof64 Pog2 T28: tin;na

S6

O: v; glavizn` kni'/n`i

M: v; svit/c` kni'n`m;

S6 A Sof64 Pog2

48.17:

O: ne oubo[ se
S6 A Pog2 T28

63.3:
68.3:
68.5:

T28

M: ne ouboi se
x

O: loukavnou[]ji
S6 A Plj: lökav;stvou[]ix=
T28: lukavyx=
O: v; tin[
S6 A Pog2 T28 Plj Bel: v= tinax=
Sof64: v tin`
O: bezouma

Sof68

M: zlobiv;j⁄x;
Pog2

M: v; tim`ni
M: toun\

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28 Plj Bel

70.6:

O: k/ teb` outvrdix/ se
S6 A Sof64 Pog2 Plj Bel

72.17:

O: sv`till⁄]e

S6 A Sof64 T28 Plj Bel

73.7:

O: sv`til<i]e>

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28 Plj Bel

77.47:
100.5:

O: qgodihi⁄e

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28
Plj Bel: smok/vy

O: b/li'/nqgo

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28 Plj Bel

119.7:

O: bezouma

M: na te outvr;dix/ se
T28

M: svtlo
Pog2

M: sv`tilo
M: sikamyni
M: iskr;nqgo
M: tön\

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28 Plj

Most of the readings from the Munich Psalter just listed are common to the
‘Athonite’ redaction and the so-called ‘Archaic’ version which is found in such
early MSS as the Sinai Glagolitic Psalter, the Pogodin Psalter and the Bologna
Psalter. The only distinctively ‘Athonite’ readings here are in Pss. 34.7, 68.5
and 119.7. Consequently some of the Russian MSS occasionally coincide with
the Munich Psalter because they happen to have an isolated ‘Archaic’ reading.
Contaminated MSS containing sporadic variants from one redaction while mostly conforming to a different version are commonplace by the 13th century;16
16

This emerges clearly from the textological work done by I. Karaçorova, summarized in E.
Koceva, I. Karahorova, A. Atanasov, ‘Nekotorye osobennosti slavqnskix psaltyrej
na materiale XI-XVI vv.’, Polata Knigopisnaja, 14-15, 1985, 26-38.
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indeed there are some signs of such contamination in the Munich Psalter itself,
as compared with the Karadimov Psalter (= K), e.g.:
57.5:
M O: aspida glouxa
K: aspid; glouxyi
S6 A Pog2 Plj Bel (T28 has the ‘Archaic’ reading, in the plural)

Similarly in Pss. 61.9 and 67.31 the Oxford and Munich Psalters use the word
sbor; from the ‘Russian’ redaction where the ‘Archaic’ and the ‘Athonite’ redactions agree in using s=n;m=.
In Psalms 76 and 118 the original readings of the Oxford Psalter seem to
link it with a rather different set of MSS: the Simonovskaja Psalter, No. 64 from
St. Sophia and, marginally, No. 28 from the Typographical Library can here be
grouped with the three MSS in the Saltykov-Sµc¬edrin Public Library in Leningrad, F.p.I.1, ascribed to the 13th century, and the 14th-century F.p.I.2 and
F.p.I.4. Preliminary examination suggests that the text of F.p.I.2 has been influenced by the ‘Athonite’ redaction: the affiliation of the other two MSS is less
clear. To them may be added the corrected text of the late 14th-century Kiev
Psalter17 (=Ki) and the psalter included in the Bosnian Hvalov Zbornik18 (=H)
from the beginning of the 15th century.
76.7:
O: ?
M: gloumlqx/ se i kl;cawe
Sof64 F.p.I.2 & 4: skorbåx=
A T28 F.p.I.1 Ki original? H
i tou'awe
Ki corrected: pouhqx så i kleca]e

O: popekou se
F.p.I.4: popramå
Ki corrected: poöh[ så
118.15: O: po<pekou se>
F.p.I.1: popeku så
Ki: poouh[ så
A original: ?
118.23: O: ?
76.13:

A: poouhawe så
Ki: l[bomd@rstvouq
H: pehawe se
F.p.I.2 original: ?

118.27: O: poö<h>[ se
17

M: pogloumçl[ se
A T28 F.p.I.1 & 2 Ki original? H

M: pogloum/l[ se
A corrected Sof64 T28 F.p.I.2 & 4 H

M: gloumlqwe se
Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1 & 4
F.p.I.2 corrected

M: poglouml[ se

Kievskaq psaltyr; 1397 goda, red. T.A. {rova, with G. Vzdornov, Issledovanie o
Kievskoj Psaltyri, Moskva, 1978.
18 Zbornik Hvala Krstjanina, ed. H. Kuna et al., Sarajevo, 1986. The textual affiliation of the
psalter in this MS has been analysed by J. Juri⋲-Kappel, ‘Der Psalter des Hval-Codex—zur paläografischen und grammatikalischen Charakteristik’, Wiener slavistisches Jahrbuch, 30, 1984,
23-42. I am grateful to Dr. M. Panteli⋲ and and Dr. D.E. Stefanovi⋲ for drawing my attention to
this text and the article on it.
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A H: popekou så
Ki: poouh[ så
F.p.I.2 original: ?

118.39: O: <soud/by>
A: soudby

118.48: O: ?

A T28 F.p.I.2: pehax= så
Ki: poouhax så

118.75: O: ?

A F.p.I.2 H: soudby

118.78: O: ?

A F.p.I.2 H: popekou så
Ki: poouh[ så

118.85: O: <poöhenl⁄a>
Ki: ouheniq

Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1 & 4
F.p.I.2 corrected

M: povel`niq
Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1,2 & 4 Ki H

M: gloumlqx/ se
Sof64 F.p.I.1 & 4 H

M: povel`niq
Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1 & 4 Ki

M: poglouml[ se

Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1 & 4

M: glouml\niq
A Sof64 T28 F.p.I.1,2 & 4 H

The tendency apparent here from the late 13th century to replace gloumlqti så
by other words seems not initially to have affected the ‘Athonite’ redaction: the
Karadimov Psalter and MS No. 34 from the Belgrade University Library show
no sign of it, and F.p.I.2 and the Oxford psalter, which have been corrected to
bring them in line with the ‘Athonite’ redaction, both reinstate glömlqti så at
least sporadically. If this interpretation is correct, then the Kiev Psalter’s corrections represent a later or local preference.
Some other unusual variants occur in Psalm 72, where the Oxford Psalter
agrees with the 11th-century Çudov Psalter:19
72.20: O: <øbraz;>
M: ikonou
72.27

Çudov Sof64
F.p.I.2: øbrazy

O: bloude]ago
Çudov

M: l[bid`[]ago
Sof64 F.p.I.2

More curious still is the correction at the end of Ps. 136.9 in the Oxford Psalter,
where mldnce tvo\ has been changed to svo\, as in three 13th-century MSS, the
Bologna Psalter, Sinai 8 and the Deçani Psalter, No. 17 in Hilferding’s collection (GPB f. 182).
Finally, the Oxford Psalter contains a number of readings which I have not
as yet found in any other earlier or contemporary MSS, e.g.:
43.23: O: oumr;]/vlq\m/ se
M: oumr;]/vlq\mi \sm;j
x
55.14: O: 'ivji
M: 'ivou]ix
57.5:
O: po podbi[
M: po øbrazou
19

V.A. Pogorelov, Hudovskaq psaltir; XI v., (/ Pamqtniki staroslavqnskogo qzyka,
tom 3, vypusk 1), Sankt-Peterburg, 1910.
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57.10:
57.11:
61.4:
68.29:
73.8:

O: prj'de
razoum`niq
O: ø≠m;]eniq
O: pr`gradou ø≠lo'enou
O: 'iv;
O: sourodstva

M: prj'de da'e
ne razoum`ti
M: m;st;
M: plot; v;zrinoven;
M: 'ivou]jix
M: ou'iky

O: krasna zem/li

M: pr`d`li zeml\
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S6 Pog2 T28 Plj Bel F.p.I.4: sroditeli
A: s=ou'iky
Sof64: srodnici

73.17:

S6 A Sof64 Pog2 T28 Plj Bel: gory zeml;nyå

O: <s`da>li]e
M: 'ili]e
x
O: nastavj⁄ i
M: vede \
O: ogor/hiwe
M: progn`vawe
d
O: pr;voro na
M: pr;v`nc;
O: nastav/lq\
M: vodei
O: po <'elanj⁄[>
M: po nahinani[
O: nastavi
M: navedi
d
O: pr`' e goram;
M: pr`'de da'e goram;
bytì⁄<a> i s;zdanl⁄a
ne bytj⁄ i s;zdati se
zem/li i v;sel\n`i
zeml;j⁄ i v;selen`i
93.1:
O: <ø≠>m;stl⁄i
M: m;styi
95.6:
O: v; sv`til<i]i>
M: v; st@il`
103.14: O: zlak;
M: travou
x
106.7: O: nastavj⁄ i
M: navede ix;
108.13: O: v; pogyb`l;
M: v; pagoubou
109.3: O: iz; <outroby>
M: iz; hr`va
114.8: O: 'ivyx
M: 'ivou]jix;
126.5: O: 'elan¬e svo´
M: poxot; svo[
127.2: O: plody troud;
M: troudy plød;
147.6: O: led;
M: golot;
148.8: O: led;
M: golot;
d
m
Dt 32.25: O: s; pr` s`de]ii
M: s; øtrokom;
1 Kg 2.4: O: s;vr;wenou l[bov;
M: l[<bo>v;
These readings are disparate in character and significance. Some of them are
simply extensions of linguistic tendencies which can be seen elsewhere: Ps.
95.6 is similar to the ‘Russian’ version of Pss. 72.17 and 73.7, mentioned
above; the lexical replacement in Pss. 80.3 and 126.5 is found in Ps. 77.29-30,
not only in the Oxford Psalter but also in the Kiev Psalter (both verses) and the
Munich Psalter (v. 30).
75.3:
77.14:
77.40:
77.51:
79.2:
80.13:
85.11:
89.2:
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In other places we find calques of Greek words, on the principle of literal
translation, morpheme for morpheme, which is characteristic of the ‘Athonite’
redaction itself: consider the rendering of ejkdivkhsiı in Pss. 75.11 and 93.1,
suggevneia in Ps. 73.8, parapikraivnw in Ps. 77.40 and prwtovtokoı in Ps.
77.51. Close dependence on a Greek model is also probably to be detected in
Ps.73.17, which seems to derive from a Greek variant reading, ta wJrai'a th'ı
gh'ı, perhaps under the influence of Ps. 64.13, ta wJrai'a th'ı ejrhvmou. The unusual order of nouns in Ps. 127.2 is paralleled in some Greek (and Latin) MSS.
In the second Canticle, Deut. 32.25, the reading rests on the standard Greek
wording kaqesthkovtoı.20
Elsewhere, however, we appear to be faced with specific and deliberate
choices of vocabulary (Pss. 75.5, 61.4, 75.3, 77.14, 79.2, 85.11, 106.7, 108.13,
109.3, 147.6 and 148.8), morphological form (Pss. 55.14, 68.29, 114.8) or syntactic construction (Pss. 43.23, 57.10, 89.2) which are without parallel in the
other MSS mentioned above. They are not the least of the peculiarities which
make the Oxford Psalter deserve more detailed study.

20

A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta ed. Rahlfs X: Psalmi cum Odis, Göttingen 1931, 206, 310, 344.

